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Tills the an analy f the sedure ro-
raotion of enlisted onnel of the United States Navy, It
undertaken go help determine who the ^he Navy la select
-
he bent qualified men for advancement in rating. \1though
Investigation uma limited to the specific area of promotion
to the rate of chief aviation machinist's mate, .he reul
may be applied in a gene sal way to the entire field of ad-
vancements to chief / officer rate . 2$m elements of
the | ion system are c mmon to all rating. .
rhi analysis of uhe Navy notion system Mas c nfined
to the mathematical efficiency of the m when is is used
as a personnel selection . The effect of promotion on
the morale of the enlisted men of the Navy was omitted - not
becaue It was thought to be uniu ant - buu, on the con-
trary, becau e it was considered that the effect on moi^ale
of at least equal importance and should be the subject
of a separ-s I tudy.
During preparation of this thesi , a number of persons
gave liberally of their assistance and advice. I am indebted
to many of the offices ... and men of Naval Air Transport Squad-
ron Forty-Four for their cooperation which made At sly
possible. Foremost amour; ^hem are she commanding officer,
Captain James H. Mills, Jr., U.S. Navy, and Lieutenant "Silliam




. James E. Curtis, Assist-
ar of Education, Stanford University, go my since
thanks for generous devotion or his time and effort and for
his valuable suggestioi
For helpful assistance in obtaining data for the study
I am indebted to n m of the staff of the Bureau of Naval
Personnel, particularly Captain Charles E, McCombs, U.3. Navy,
and Dr. Evereo.; G. Brundace of L-he iron Division; Captain
Ira E. Hobbs, U.S. Navy, Director of Enlisted Personnel; and
Commander A. L. Gebelin, U.S. Havy, Head of the Enlisted
Promotions Section* Lieutenant Colonel Bryghte D. Godbold,
Office of the Director of Personnel, U.S. Marine Corps, al
fu/ni shed valuable daca and nee.
I ;1 .h to thank Commander VJillard Y. Hov;ell, U.S. Navy,
a classmate in the Naval Personnel Administration Course at
Stanford, for reviewing and criticising the original draft.
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THE PROB.. m ITS 3COPS
Statement of the. Problem
In any organization, civilian or military, promotions
S an important and continuing problem. In industry, labor
and management have argued ;.. Ion for many years, with
labor usually advocating pro a by straight seniority and
management usually ii ..:.nc on the righu to promote accord-
ing to its own jud . Labor contends that promotion by
management is too often promotion by favoritism, while manage-
ment contends th. «mloi?ity Ii unfair to the
better men who must remain behind those with less competence
but more seniority.
Although the Mavy has no union problems, it does have
a problem in the promotion of its enlisted men. The Navy
recognised long ago that in order to build and maintain high
morale it needed a system of enlisted promotions fair to all;
a system based on what you know" rather than whom you know/'
To meet its needs, it developed a promotion syster. .?d
primarily on professional qualifications but modified by
length of service (seniority).
Advancements in rating in the Navy are made in order
from a promotion list established by service-wide professional

2examinations . Relative standings on the promotion list are
determined zy factors: examination gr- /eighted
73 per cent ; total naval service, weighted 18 per cent; length
of service in present rate, weighted k,5 per cent; and awards
for heroism and good conduct, weighted 4. a? cent.
The problem centers primarily on the :htinss given
to these four factors. Many naval of; feel that the
system gives too much weight to the pencil and paper profes-
sional examination and too little ; to seniority. There
are those, however, who feel . the entire system is in-
valid and that ! .- the H*B best qualified for
promotion, regardless of the weighting of the factors. The
problem, then, can be reduced to three questions?
1. Does the Navy promotion system distinguish between
the men who are qualified and those who are not?
2. Does the Navy promotion system establish the pro-
motion list so that the best qualified men are ad-
vanced in rating first?
3. If the Navy promotion system does not now promote
the best qualified men first, can the several fac-
tors affecting relative Sftjffli&Slig on the promotion
list be re-weighted 30 that the best qualified men
will be promoted first?
Need for the Study
During the years the rapidly expanding Navy had
a vacancy for every qualified man. The problem was not one

of selection of the <ut, rather, one of train*
, The wartime : rovic. >r very narrow
jialization allowi Ld training and rapid advancement
•
The situation is now ch . The postwar rating struc-
ture
,
quiring ualifieationa, is in effect. -Mthough
the Navy is below lfca author'.- : ;ime strength, -
la decreasin;;; and will probably continue to do so.
Vacancies in the higher pet:. "'leer brae: tri ft rig
• and the number of c ;.- for these vacancies is
increasing. rfh iel aeleo-
•n and the pronation system must /-mine
whether it . -.ipable of picking out the beat men. If .
system does not do a:. La job of selection it is fair
neither1 to the men to whom it S .he service
as a whole.
Limitations o£ she Study
!Ehe Navy | tion -m encompasses sixty-two occupa-
tional groups (ratines). Lack of time and facilities neces-
sitated limiting this study to a single rating, that of
aviation machinist's mate. This . ng was chosen oQoax^et
(1) runnel in the ratine wcio ly available for study,
(2) representative duties of the rating are performed both
ashore and afloat and, (3) there are few vacancies for ad-
vancement to chief petty officer in the ratin .
The study was further limited to the rate of chief avia-





uperv . 1 in advancements
>ther Navy grade . -<fficer third,
second, .'irat class corr id 1301*0 r. 7 to - id-
industry.
3 method of research reqv tudy be con-
fin. »i vied in a single naval command.
hief fainla B8 taking part in th*
11 attached I y-Four,
:al Air Stati $ Field, Cali
Definitions*
By U In the Navy, "advancement ".ed to in-
crc >r enllflttd personnel while ''promotion" is
applied to increase in grade for officers. The distinction
Will not be m & this study, however, and the two words
.11 be
A "rating" is * civen to an occupation which re-
quires basically related a. ::itude3, training rience,
knowledge and ,kil ;n machinist'.: mate" is a rat-
in^,
A "pay grade division of a rating for pay pur-
poses. A rating normally Is c: ; od of four pay gptttifti I
chief petty office ;tty officer, first class j petty officer,
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Latios machlni: ' . .St
test, inspect;, adjust, and Install al: t en-
gines (. .-id turbine J mo
including propellers, carburetors, pumps, oil
and auxiliary power plants for operational or
1. SayPftra 18068, tfashingfcoas United stages Government
Printing Office, 19*7, P. IX-1.

CI?/ II
THE NAVY PROMOTION SYSTEM
Purpose of the Tlnvy Promotion
•.el m
built around tbvtfi f fe*1
.
dnciples;
1. O.-.l:; lly cTuali.r.levl to hold a higher rate
mid be advar-cecU
£. Each I ve recum" portunities to
compete with others in his rate for advancement.
3. The beat qualified men should be advanced first.
In regard to the first principle, the Bureau of Naval
Personnel Manual 1 states:
'I *» HM.MW.. IBWI. ..I tfMMWMMMMMWM
Personnel should be advanced in rating only
if and when they are in ail respects qualified to
hold the higher rate to which advancement is to
I effected. clvar-.cenents should not be made in
the nature of rewards for faithful or extended serv-
ice or simply because the minimum service require-
ments have been fulfilled, without regard to the
actual qualifications of the individual. It is
poor personnel administration to advance a person
«... to a position which he is not qualified
to fill.
The Head of the Enlisted Promotions Section, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, 2 expressed the sane idea in somewhat dif-
ferent terms:
1. Op. cit., p. 144.
2. h. L. Gebelin, Promotions, Examinations and Changes in
Rate and Rating of Enlisted Personnel, USN, p. 1.

Inasmuch as on
can be depended upon to carry out their assigned
duties, au.
to have proved . carry-
ing ouv . the duties oi ;1 'tor
grade * Advancement she. Id conferred upon
those ire either dei
assume higher duties or upon th. nose qualifica-
tion x - Le«
The Beooad a&d third priuc e Bureau
of Naval Personnel Circular letter Ho, ->_,- b uates: 4*
These instructions ~.. ~ -—gaed tc
coni Lch each and every enlisted
person will have recurrent opporfcunit &o compete
r advancement in the individual's chosen field
of work .... fhe determining t LCfcox ..n advanc-
ing eligible candidates is the relative qualifica-
tion of each candidate.
Steps in Promotion2
For advancement to a higher rate every Navy man nust
complete these eight basic steps to promotion:
1. Meet certain requirements as to length of service.
2. Meet certain requirements as to marks in conduct and
in proficiency in rate.
3. Complete satisfactorily the $Bfy -raining course
for the next higher rate, when a ittltafrle eourae is avail-
able.
4. Complete satisfactorily a course of instruction at
a service school, when such is required.
1. Advancement in Rating - Enlisted Personnel. BuPers
Circular Letter Ho. l£>5-48, August, 1943.





6*. Be c snlor oncers
as ea perform .::t higher rate




. mal c Lou baaed
on requ- of the ne::t higher rate.
Promotion to Chief Aviation, Machinist's Maze
In order to clarify the eight steps in the Navy promo-
tion system, they »ill be discussed as they apply specifically
to promotion from the raze of aviation muchir. tat**
first class, to chief aviation machinist's Mtt4N The require-
ments for length cf service , ... in proficiency In rate,
and mark... in conduct ara common to all Navy ratings for ad-
vancement to chlcr p«tty officer.
StQi„ 1. i^ensth of oorv-.ee . rJ- Ilgjbla for advance-
ment to chief oetty officer, g mar. mo ha* I It least
three years ' service as a first class petty officer, six
months of which must hove been sea duty. No total naval
service has been specifically prescribed but in order to
be advanced to
.
officer first class under present
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1. '.vancement in Sating - Enlisted Personnel," BuPers






ficer are: v . . i , I . . .. ee
offit
_._
nts. Enlisted mn era assigned
marks juai . 5rlj . ro*»
— iJj i .. | char-
acter, and -all •
rate, are ass5 y dlfi * on a scale
of C to k*Q and a:c let to the executive
officer acting for the ccwanfllng officer.
To be eligible for advancement to chief petty officer,
a MA muob iiave received the folio.. fefti in proficiency
in rate, no mark less bhi-jct 3.0 for the preceding two years
and an average of not less than 3*5 for the three years pre-
ceding; advancement; in conduct, no mark lea 3 than 3.0 and an
average of not less then 3*5 £°r -nc - ° yaars preceding
advancement
.
The interpretation;* of these marks arc
Proficiency in rate
4.0 - Competent, thoroughly reliable, atten-
Lv», m .tic, forceful. Bel loss
than 3.13 in conduct.
k* Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual , p. l3l.












4.0 - Mo offenses; exemplary In conduct, boar*
,> - on t:
ship.
3.5 - Conduct posiiivol, n,- luavo-
QOt ac • n one
minor offense In sobriety or of other
nature
.
littor onlyj .including one leave-
breaking of less than 3 hours.
m a mark less than 4.0 in conduct Is assigned, an
explanation must be entered in the service record. Conversely,
the conduct mark must agree with the disciplinary entries in
the record of the same d.
The marks in prcfioieno- in rate, however, are not han-
dled in a similarly objective manner. It is common practice
to assign all chief and first class petty officers marks
of 3.9 or 4.0 in proficiency in rate, regardless of actual
vice worth, so lone a3 no disciplinary offenses have been
committed during the marking period.
The service records of fifteen chief aviation machinist's
mates v?ere examined to determine the correlation between
quarterly marks and other ratings made by division officers.
In total, the records of the fifteen men contained over one
hundred quarterly marks. With two exceptions, every mark
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- the two c and a - igned
to the some man in 19^7. .11 his
marks had been %.0 l the fact that his division
;nnel officer, and
the commanding officer declared him to be incompetent, of
1 character, and of doubtful service worth.
In Ms study of enlisted men's quarterly marks, Godbold1
,.i: : a chief or first clas ,ty officer has been
of 3.6 .[ for riod In which he h
violated no regulations, he Is apt to consider this as an
awattaractory «trtt."
It appears that the requirements for proficiency
in rate do not contribute to the Navy , nor
do they block the unqualified man from advancement so long
as hi .lduet record Is ac
.
| uop $a Kay., ji'alni;:^ Courses . It is the . ;ed policy
of the Ilavy Department to provide, Insofar ac Is practical,
a training course £oxi each i In addition, the Dep^rt-
ment publishes subject area coui- a include subject
matter based on knowledge and skills which are required by
more t&fltt one rating. If a training course has been published
for the Wtt rhieh a m go advance, he : ote
1. B. D. Godbold, "Measurement and Evaluation of Enlisted
Em in the U.S. Navy, p. 31. Unpublished Master's
thesis, Stanford University, CaliComia, 19^7.
2 • Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, p . 292
.

successfully before i >nsitfered eligible
tion. Successfu etion ..• is det -
mined \ e -'.".nation.
In April, 19*5-8, the
'
rati;-
•nature in eff .hich did away n m of the old rat-
ings* created several nev; one , and changed bhe duties of
many of the ratings which , -.lined, a result, n
training courses are not yet available for many ratings,
including that of av' .. laehiniBt's matt*
Aviation ma&Mftft ft 1* Mi s*$4 !!*•% . ' . i are no, , Uere-
fere* required -••oplete a training course fee be eligible
for advancement out they are expect- 1 - complete pertinent
parts of the folio-dtag ,.:ubjsei; area courses :•*
Aircraft Electrical Systems, 8 10315
Aircraft Hydraulic Equip j NavPers 10.332
-
-craft &ttglae*| IlavPers 1033$
Aircraft Fuel Syefceoe, HavPors 10335
?eraft Propellers, NavPers 10336
Flight Engineering HavPers 10395
In addition, aviation nachinist 's nates, 2 ill candi-
dates for advancement f> the chief patter BffJMf j,rade, must
have completed the ''General Training Course for Petty Officers
lc and Chief Petty Officers."
1. "?rainir >l±ctttii$SS ovallable for the Pet-war Un-
listed Rating Structure. BuPers Circular Letter No.
-4oj January, 1943.

v, ^-y J - ,00 is. yan «s
j a
.y service school. nere la an aviation machinist 'a
mated ' school, completion of it not mandatory for
ancersent in the rati.; .
3U t : ^, .?rao^loa.l vucJ>'j. sal factors a*t
thooe qualifications I art beat .uiaos by obser.
tion of the candidate in situations that regain a demonstra-
tion of his iOiowledge, skill, and ability under actual or
simulated working conditions." 1 Practical factors are included
under jouh the military and the professional requirements for
advancement in rating.
The practical factors under' military requirements for
amotion to chief petty officer rates are basically the same
for ail ratings . fhey include such items as leadership,
division duties, instru . it personnel by on-the-job train-
ing methods, infantry drill, sentry duties, and ship and
aircraft recognition.
Practical factors under professional qualifications
for promotion to chief aviation machinist's mate are assigned
in the foliowing areas
;
Use <j£ hand and po^er-driven tools,
Use of measuring instruments
.
1. Manual of qualifications £or Advancement in Rating ,
HavPers 1U06B, p. lv.




ae It. 'on, maintenance * and
overhaul
.
Propeller Installation service, and repair.
Carburetor maintenance and repair.




Records and reports applicable to aircraft enclne
ation, aurvi;. r.
Supervision and training of personnel.
ictical fa^ BQ&*ec ..^ive, and no marks |
assigned, but the si - ttti 0$ the candidate must show
that ho ha;. completed one practical factor., the ne:.
higher raue before ho %M t££j to take the professional
exami... to© fo. j a.
Careful au oration g£ t&ti practical factor inquire-
menus would soront;chen the promotion s^wou by motivating
canclidctuca for adv anconeus ^o learn, and by weeding out some
oi* the obviously unqualified men. In practice, hoi , the
adminiiitraGion of practical factors is generally lao;. The
fcelio MM to be that holding a petty officer rate is con-
clusive evidence that a man is qualified in all the practical
factors of the rating, fhis feeling is especially true to-
ward che higher petly officer Grades.

2 _o_
In connection , the commanding of-
er, Gebellu ©s
:
Prior to becoming eligible for .icouent in
rating an individual is required to be recommended
'.hat higher . by hie ooHgmndlftg officer.
Naturally the aiding officer must take the recom-
fcloo I petty office , -.mediately
over the individual concerned. 2 , Sive of
having set; all OvIk-..' eligibility requirement3 an
individual who in not considered by competent au-
thor3 • be able to | *s the duties of the
higher rate, if successful in examination, should
not be r\ | . need evr hi | ; officer until
;h time as he la considered qualified.
At first glance this appears to be a statement of sound
policy; actually, it is inconsistent. If a candidate for
advancement to chief aviation machinist's mate has "met all
other eligibility requirements," his quarterly marks must
have averaged 3.5 for the past three years. A mark of 3.5
in proficiency in rate means, "competent and qualified in
all duties of ratei has qualities sufficient to justify ad-
vancement." To deny a man, otherwise eligible, the oppor-
tunity to compete for advancement by withholding his recom-
mendation places the commanding officer in an untenable posi-
tion. Even though it is widely recognized that quarterly
marks do not reflect true estimates of abilities, commanding
officers feel bound by them and rarely, if ever, withhold
their recommendations
.





to, 7. Exa; '.on in Hllltr mirements . In con-
junction with the professional Lnation, all candidates
fop advancement to chie. :'icer rates are given a
written examination based on the General Training Course
for Petty Office id Chief Petty Officers." Although
.lnation is non-competitive, each candidate must make
a score of at leas based on >le of to 4.0.
m examination is objective, consisting of multiple
choice questions In such areas as military etiquette, seaman-
ship, safety precautions, fire fight ins, security and accounta-
bility of classified H and government property, and
w~aeral aviation infer he military requirements
examination is not difficult; men who have studied the traxn-
ing course usually have no difficulty in passing it.
Jtej: G. Professional nr.smination . The final step in
the promotion ladder is the u-ritten professional examination.
For advancement to chief t officer rates, the examinations
are -orvice-wide and competitive. Other factors being equal,
the man making the htglttUBt score on the examination will be
advanced first. Only those scoring 2.5 or higher are con-
sidered for advancement.
The Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Hatins1
prescribes in detail the subjects to be covered by the pro-
fessional examination for each Navy rate. Candidates for
1. Ojd. clt., pp. IX-4 - IX-6.
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advancement to chief aviation machinist's mate are examined
in the following general areas:
Tools and measuring instruments.
Airplane handling and checking.
Aircraft engines.
Aircraft propellers.












The professional examinations are constructed and dis-
tributed by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. The completed
examinations are returned to the Bureau for grading and com-
putation of multiple scores. a The Chief of Naval Personnel
authorises advancement of the men having the highest multiple
scores to fill actual and expected vacancies. At present,
professional examinations are held annually.
a. Mui
.
:nal 6 Ion scores
plus credits for total naval service , service in present
rate, and aware p hcrcisn end act, Multiple
commutation is explained in detail in Chapter Till.

Are, Investigation
Although the Wavy proi n system consists of sight
steps, It appears that only two of then have any real effect
in determining the qualify Q8 of the candi and their
on the promotion list. The two significant
are: length of service, including total service and service
in rate; and score on the professional examination.
The only other significant item in the promotion sy3ten
the high standard of conduct. Bad conduct, even though
the offenses are relatively minor, will block a man's pro-
motion.
In order to 3tudy the Navy promotion system as it actu-
ally operates, the are. . investigation may be limited to
total naval service, service in present rate, awards, and the
pro ..onal examination. This study was so limited, except
that some investigation ie in the area sf Navy test
battery scores and their relationship to professional examina-
tion grades and promo fcability.
Helal;od Studies
The mos; re sen- study In uhe fi&ld of enlisted ttlUfcJB?
promotions was made sy Godbold" for -iw Waited Stages Marine
Corps. At pre;.:^:,; .:-uff nonsoijmiSwlonou o_'..:issrs oi the
1. B. D. Godbold, ''Recommendation: for Changes In Procedures
ES&l idee .
"
Unpublished memorandum so fejai Director <anel, U.S.
Ilarine Corps, Arlington, 7a., February 13* .195'
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Marine Corps are selected foi ion by a board of officers
in the Corps Headquarl
. sard considers the records
of marines eligible for .on in order of seniority,
rejecting; the >fc cor. -ed qualified. Selections are
made from the seniority list until vacancies are filled or
until all eligible candldr. * been considered.
In lieu of consid e Sftr candidates in order
of their seniority, Godbold re-, -ded that they be consid-
ered in order of a c ite score computed from merit rat-
ings, score on a General Military Subjects test, time in
grade, and time in service. He further recommended that
these elements be weighted: merit ratings, 48 per M&tj
General Military Subjects test, 24 per cent; time in grade,
24 per cent; and time in service, 4 per cen
The weights recommended for the elements in the compos-
ite score were based on the following: 1
The most heavily weighted element It to be the
average Fitness Report Score computed from Fitness
Iteports subsequent to last promotion. Approximately
half of the total score will be contributed by Fit-
ness Reports. This heavy weightin '.fled
on the grounds that past performance over an ex-
tended period of ti the best indication of prob-
able future performance . This can be thought of as
reflecting largely performance in his specialty.
The 0M5T is to receive half the wei$it of
the average Fitness Report score. The weight given
fchis test is justified on the grounds of its being
based on a standardised test measuring knowledge
of those military subjects prescribed for all marines
of that grade. This can be thought of as reflecting






&« Ibid . , pp. 4-5.

..-oh m
the man an all-round" marine.
Tine in grade will aleo receive half the wei.
given thio element is Justified on the groundc that
... ica-
tion for higher grade.
Time in service Hill receive a small weight,
4b . -.r>
justified on the grounds that some qualifications
ut
primarily because it is believed that Ions service
.
Industrial promotion 3 Mi and their ope- - m arc
m% indus-
;orker to supervisory leve made within
. | on 1 . he Navy—»*.,*hich has
men ser *.n China, the Unit jospet-
tog sp for . . the same
In industry concern*.. . ft*
tion in rel&l. k j ion. |j -
tion, K*f4tt .itude surveys r \ .-unity Tor
advancement and promotion-on~merit m
.
., iil.ch MM tftttt in HM . In MB tndy
of one Ha a thousand ei. ttifi it
found that "certainty of ^amotion quali-
t$m loyvi,- m •.. ... to job
aafcisfaotien*
1. Gteopsft .. (totsman h
Industrial Conflict, ork Satisfaction, ' by Goodwin
,nV' "JfeWTorlcT" Ion £0$ &ay, i939# p* 113,

e nav >nnel the average quite young
(most chief pe 2 ve eligible . retir
forty), it '. Lgsaij Lean bo not b
in : 1 ' .
- 3 . 1 .-- , :. u n is









aodj i-iore h, ^len-
i.'ic validation of the Navy prcttofriero . J.ncc
BT II. '.:-rlne Corps
yates ^ceo he . .y an sen-
iority., & g :.v.':.. 9 pencil and ,;aper
. Unlike the Havy, the .no
* Ml fm IU (©listed on-
nel in the h . la industry, tfae p*p$ ted




1. I, Kolstad* "Employee Attitudes in a Department i^ore,
2 '
Journal o lied jlogy , StSs 470-479, (1938).
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U Does „he I ^no^lon ittm di.itincuish m
8&0 are qualified a3tt3 :;ho;ie u;t?
:;he I .-amotion ;en establish the pro-
low list so Hi to best qualified men BTfl ad-
I :.nced
. If the M - n does not wsm promote
the beat c. 1*4 laen firs!;, can the **3 :
..Co a -iii-; relative standing on the promotion
H$t be re-weighted so that the best qualified nen
will be promoted fi
%9& preliminary surveys to determine the 1: I ; pos-
sible sample, a group of fifteen chief aviation machinist's
nates vias selected. Three off.Icon: considered qualified
to evaluate the Job pe: I and sromssability of 'jhe MRS
were chosen as judge r. , Using a combination of rating snd
ranking methods, the judges established the order in which

noted. The men were i a professional
examination - the scow re eo) ] ith
service in rate* \ $ to determine
er .in which the Hav \A \ m ad-
vanced then in Ffttlxn . h of the fact ontrlbutins to
the n score wa an d&ten be individual
effec native
of cb offie- r ttttwr than first class
fety office lie common ilea in industry
already be Job • ratnr ilea i
to validate selects roceci The advantage bat the
length of tins required for tb - lld&tloi : oned
conridcrabiy. Ua ttage Is oivb; it v; ea
the principle that n vr.?,idrt:l< I % should be od
on a tva Of the population on iMch the
r>e Intended to be g ecu tit! I •'"- i I fc$ft3Lj
houever. On the contrary, in the ini +
^efficientH of correlation foun-:n
by ucinc paraeoaal on the job will -cbably be law*? than if
a group of applicants yere { Ghlselli and Brown3, state:
It Is not to be i$ however, that little
information la gained from a validation stndy on
old-established , On the contraryj it la
fcain that if a teis under this
o of validation j it will have even more predic-
tive power than Indicated by this group :-.hen It is
h a grouj o; Meant
1, J'iduin S* Ghi:.elli and Clarence . . Broi/n, Personnel and
Industrial Psychology! p. 1'

2h
Selection of the Criter.
In order to ascertain he best qualified men
Here advanced 111 rating in their relative order of qualifica-
tions bj the Navy promotion system, it was first necessary
to select a seasure by which the relative qualifications
or the sen could be det . Prefers-.- uch a measure,
or criterion, should be objective. Unfortunately, in tl
study it was found necessary to use officer rating a
criterion measure after considerable research indicated that
other measure of ability and profitability seerjed to be
practical.
The primary difficulty in selecting an objective measure
of success OA the job wai the lack of an accurate job descrip-
tion for the rate of chief aviation machinist *• mate. Those
iished by the Navy Department were unacceptable for the
reason that they over-e ised technical proficiency. The
definition of the aviation machinist's mate Pi quoted
on page 5 is an example. It is an accepted view in the Navy
chat a chief petty officer 1 :: primary duty is supervision and
that he requires technical knowledge only to the extent neces-
sary for him to intelligently supervise and instruct others.
A petty officer must be first a leader and second a specialist."^
Actually, the Navy does not yet know exactly what is
required of the various rates. The Head of the Billet and
1 • Special Aids for Placing Naval Personnel In Civilian





, ... as i said, i
;o \: .* chief* This
. our
..a sci no e -arch Into each of
iual rating I of
:ancencnt. rhi:; .,3 are Ithin c
. ptary limi— 1
* ratit
,
aerit ratings ?£* the - ihc ..
criterion. .^cess in a jjj L J^ .
i individual parforaa hia .-_.., jug a_
attifc t£ hia stgjgriara K :. a ;h
" the aatter £ it the iu. y^ ; .... | . .
ion of succor froa a praati
perior deteraiofi Utt - on i.
is diochai-b^u
.
Selection of the Jydj^ejs an<3 Subject
An original panel of twelve officer judges was selected
by the commanding officer of the squadron. The bases of se-
lection were that the officers nust have been on board the
squadron for at least one year and that they must have been
perfoming duties which would have brought then into frequent
1. D. G. Price, ''Present Philosophy of the Raul;. ;ture.' }
Paper read before the Board to Review Changes to the
Eating Structure, Arlington, Va., April 20, 1949«




official contact with many of the aviation machinist 's mates
in the squadron. In addition to meeting these requirements,
all of the officers chosen were of very high calibre.
Each of the officers was given a list of the 119 chief
aviation machinist's mates attached to the squadron and asked
to indicate those Khan he had observed sufficiently to rate
on performance of duty. It was expected that about nine of
the officers would be able to rate thirty of the men in com-
mon. Unfortunately, It war. found that only nine of the of-
ficers could rate a total of sixteen or more men each; of
the 119 ;ble subjects, only twenty could be rated by two
or more officers; and only fifteen could be rated by three
officers in common.
The final determination of the si^e of the sample, the
men included in it, and the Judges, was limited by the number
of men known in common by the officers. The sample could
have heen increased to seventeen if only two judges had been
used, and to thirty-two if only one judge had been used.
It was felt that the use of three judges and fifteen men was
preferable
.
Due to the method of selection, the subjects die! not
constitute a representative sample of the chief aviation ma-
chinist's mates in the squadron. It is believed that the
sample, with the exception of one man, was composed of the
better-than-average chiefs. It is thought chat the men were
known by the officers because of their ability and because
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they held Important jobs. The one exception strengthens this
belief* The man appears to have been well known for his out-





The criterion was established by a combination of rating
and yanking ne^hods. The procedure used MM developed from
Bingham's1 suggestion that the reliability of over-all rat-
• increased if the rater first rated on specific
craits
.
The judge:- firsc rated the men using a Petty Officer
Rating Scale developed by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
The scale is designed so bhat fifteen men nay be rated on
fourteen traits on one ra )lank. The men being rated
are marked together on one trait at a time. The fourteen
traits are divided into three areas so that the final pro-
ducts of the scale are ratings in productivity, technical
proficiency, and leadership.
The Petty Officer Rating Scale ratings were not actually
used in establishing the final rank order of the men. The
scale Is experimental and has not yet been thoroughly tested
by the Navy Department. The primary purpose in its use was
to encourage the judges to think of the men in terms of spe-
cific trait3 before deciding on their promotabllity.
1. . 7, , Invalid ^nd Valid. Journal of
Applied Psychology , Vol. 26, pp. 468-476, IP?.
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Immediately after corapletl g the rating -he
judges ranked the men in the c U [ tich they should
noted. The basle for one ranking was defined as perform-
ance of duty as chief petty officers, with seniority taken
) account I . considered length of service to
be important to
The ranking was done by Uie Method of comparative ar-
rangement described by Goodenough and Anderson. 1 Each Ju:
: &iven a name card f .. . he men to t d.
Two cards were chosen at random from the set and arranged
30 that the card of the man deserving promotion fi as
to the right. The other cards were then drawn singly and
aced in thai | .-ver uion3 in relation to the others.
The criterion was established by ccmuxni. I* rank or-
ders of the three Jt recommended by Guilford, 2 median
ranks rather than avera. I aks were used fee determine the
Inal rank order. The men were first tentatively assigned
the mid-mo it rank giv -he ju In the cases wherein
two men received the same median rank, the man with the low-
6 average rank was given the higher standing in the pair.
The ranks assigned to the fifteen subjects by each of
the uli.ee jud o , the median ranks, and the final ranks are
shown in Table I. The final rank order in column four of
1. Florence L, Soodenough and Jol , •.., ... j-rimental
Child Study , pp. *U3-4l3.




of the table was uoed as the on or relative order of
promotabilicy of the men.
RANKS ASSIGNED BY JHD0ES. MEDIAN RANKS, AND











Men JFudge Judge Judge mk
iked I II III Rank Order
1 1 1




T> 9 5 5 4
E 2 6 6 6 3
f 6 4 12 6 6
G 11 7 1 7 7
H 3 1.5 7 7 9
I 8 9 4 8 9
J 7 8 11 8 10
S 10 10 11
L 14 12 9 12 12
» 13 11 13
N 5 14 14 14 14
15 1^
Bra-EB",7ai;.vw;jT:i.»u l 1
1 '3 15 15
Reliability of the Criterion
Assuming that the Ju re equally competent as rater 5
that they knew the capabilities of the men equally well, and
that they were Judging promotability on the BSM ;viri% the
reliability, or Internal consistency, of the criterion could
be measured by the intercorrelation» of the three seta of
rentes* Table II ohows the correlations befcv;een the Judges
and their average rank differences. The average correlation
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However, the moss that should be expected from rating
or ranking .ems in their present Stag* of development is
that they will identify three groups, the high nerit group,
the group of average merit, and the lov merit group. Taking
this viei.% the agreement among judges tea* somewhat better.
A study of Table III, page 32, shows that the subjects may
be divided into three sharply defin [ a hi&h group
of six; a middle group of five; and a low group of four.
These groups are separated by horizontal dotted lines in the
table.
In the high group, chici 3 .-., .".:, J, IT, gj aatf ? ! ;ere
ranked sixth or '..otter by at lea.. 9 of Uk. judges. These
men received fourteen of uhc eighteen total 1 in the one
to six range—an agree*:«eiit among judges of 78 ptv ecu'..
Similarly, chiefs G, II, I, J, :> at of






COMPARISON OF RAUK OF" OF THREE JUDC
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5 I L I
10 IV 1 J
11 1 1 s K
12 3 L 1- L
13 1 1 KW r~~ | =•*•.* n
lb 2
The assignment of ranks in the high and low ranges is
shown graphically in Figure 1. Ranks in the high range, one
to six, are plowed above the base line and ranks in the
low range, twelve to fifteen, are plotted below it. The
concentration of high and low ranks indicates that the judges




FIGURE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF JUDO JfKS
3 . m
tro»gr suaoes tin she .reliability of a rating report
may be measured by correlatinc two set3 of ratings by .he
same rater upon the same individual! .ith a sufficient inter-
val of time intervening tc eliminate '.he influence of imme-
diate memory. Thin reasoning can be extended to include
the correlation of two sets of pooled ratings*
Fifteen days after the first rating-ranking he judges
repeated tho procedure. 7hs t £1*6 second aeries of
rankings li compared v. Ith the first in Table IV. The average
of the rank differences between the first and second rank-
ings MM .93 and the rank order correlation betvreen the tv-o
was /.94. -he only significant change in rank order was
that of Chief E who dropped from fifth to tenth place.
It is realized that some authorities v^ould not accept
this as 1 measure of the reliability of the criterion since
it may fthQW only that the judges -..ere re ->ly COHftiatetlfc
1. , .




In their disagreement. It is also possible that fifteen days
was not a sufficient interval to erap>e the effee ' imme-
diate memory.
TABLE IV








































The moot ac inference to be drawn from the data
is probably that the criterion has low reliability if actual
rank order is tan I "rat thai -ho criterion is fairly
reliable if It is considered to consist of three classifi-
cation. - high j middle, and low*
In summary, il elieved that the median ranks assigned
by the three officer >vided a reliable method for dividing







THE P 5 WINAYIQS
Scope
In order that the Navy promotion system might be applied
in a realistic manner* a pre onal examination for promo-
ton to chief aviation machinists mate was obtained from the
Bureau of Naval Personnel. The examination was the one which
had been used in the service-wide examinations in December,
1949. None of the chiefs used oh jects in this study had
seen it previously nor had they heard any of the questions
discussed.
The examination consisted of 150 multiple choice ques-
tions with four possible answers given for each question.
It was administered in accordance with standard instructions1
which specified a three hour time limit. However, none of
the men required more than two hours.
The examination covered thirteen general areas: (l)
tools and measuring instruments; (2) airplane handling and
checking; (3) engines ; (4) propellers; (5) carburetors and
fuel systems; (6) instruments and accessories; (7) mathematics;
(8) aircraft construction; (9) flight operations; (10) safety
1. HService-l/ide Competitive Examinations for Advancement to
Chief Petty Officer, Acting Appointment . " Bu?ers Cirvv




..c / classified .Idential
by the Navy Department It :<iay not be included in .. report.
>rder to show the general type of questions asked, i rver,
three typical questions are reproduced below. The ?ct
answers .adicated by "X,
rhe instr which ftfeOBS the amount of fluid
pressure developed In the gift* sysu alch ope:.'-
auea aircraft landing r;ear is the
( ) 1. hydraulic pressure ga^e
hydro:static 1-jvqx gag£
3. manifold pressure gage
5. cytostatic prossure gftgft
(All men answered cor .-s-ccly)
The blade anjle ranee Of Ihu Hamilton Qui,
Feathering Hydrostatic propeller is determined by
the set'-- of
(,.,) 1, hi t;h tmA lOm :vitch Stop riu
. position of assembly a top pins
|i b£|$i said low j itch stop plate
4. index -ins
(Eight men answered correctly)
A nine cylinder radial engine having a power
.
4oke of 120 degree;:, -ill hsve an overlap o£
& * tv oe^jrei
2. 30 degrees




(One B&B answered correctly)
Examination Scores
The examination scores were computed on the usual Navy
to 4.C scale using the formula:

» Number of questions answered correctly.
If • Total number of examination question .
Table V Hots the so- .- In order of criterion
They ran tlX X . -oh ai rat to WOA
109 correct answers respectively. The mean score was 2,
(>3.7 correct 52ns- . ... . . ., B . on
the 4.0 scale, or 9»0 on a se&l« of fee 150«
TABLE V
COMPARISON OP RANK ORDER BY PROFESSIONAL






Subjeets Correct Score Rank Criterion
. Lanic
A . .61 7»3 1





F u 2.69 5 6
a . 2.0G 2
IH . 2.27 13
I 2.19 ll 9
J 1* 2.11 15 10K 12 11
L 100 2.67 6 12
I
s 13
N 102 2.72 lk
89 2o7
1 Ml IIA.i.i T-tnnrwaasra;MMMnOBMnnBjM
13
Correlation ai sh tine Criterion
The rank order correlation between the G;;a«;iination scores
and the criterion was /.38, which is low but usable in grc

.personnel sel* :tion. The corre ion coefficient of .38 dc
give the sale pity of the
In order to be eligible for advancement, a mini-
mum score of 2.
-j on the professional examination is required. 1
j V reveals that only ten of the chiefs achieved the
qualifying acoi that ail seven men above the median
criterion rank of ei^ht were among the qualifiers* Only
t&tfM men at or beloi. the tfllim ... on. In
other words, if the professional examination were the sole
factor determining advanoenen. > and if ail those passing it
were promo teU, 70 per cent of . .. iftB advanced would have
been above average as determined by the criterion.
In connection with the arbitrary passing grade of 2.5,
however, It should not be overlooked that none of the chiefs
had studied in preparation for the examination. It is pos-
sible that had they l>oou given an opportunity for advance
preparation, all the men would have passed.
Item Analysis of Examination Questions
fhore are three significant danger signals for any test
item: (l) if all t&osg tested £ive the correct answer to an
item it may be too easy or it may be improperly constructed
so that tlte correct answer is oovious; (2) if none of those
testcd i^ivo the correct ansv;cr the item may be too difficult
or the scoring key may be in e; (3) if more men in the
1. Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, p. 146.

it
ay from the correct anc
A c . Ison .Cor each iter. I to between the five men
....
the highest j .res and the five nen M
lowest tc criminated
•j two groups, A question was said to discriraina
if more men in the h . . >hm in the *ed
.jorrectly. It was found tiv. .-:
(a) in 53 P** con- or the ;he high group answered
correct.. a than the low;
(b) In 33 per cen^ of the items there was no difference
in correct answers between the high and low group
and
(c) in 14 per cent of the items the low group answered
correctly aore often i did the high grou .
Those results would seen to indicate that only eighty
of the one-hundred and fifty questions were really effective
in dii>>, iLiinatiiio between the high and low scores; that forty-
nine questions added nothing to the examination; and Ut
twenty-one quesfcic jtually detracted from its effective-
ness.
iieuher or not an item discriminates between the high
and low groups is important but it is not a complete measure
of effectiveness since It does not necessarily indicate the
.".•
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Ticulty, or suit&l :. Guilford1 Semonstrcted
that the validity of st nay be seriously influenced by
. level of difficulty and 3a id down certain ru3 jncern-
lifficulty of test
Here several accepted rules apply, rules that
are wise on both theoretical and empirical grounds.
1 1 ;d j everybo.*
are of no value for measurement pus j. This
m ay be v; the aalce of In King
one or two very easy ; 'shock absorbers ' at the begin**
ni
tees is to ./,,< Ined by items that about one-
.
ss, This rule implies
proportions that have 'oeen corrected for chance
In applying those t% i to the professional examination
it was first ni correct the proportion passing each
item for chance succes , ince there only four ible
ans l .sh qu-
having no ! hlch ,: the correct one would have
one chance ±i &seia| .
,
, it must be
that of tl- ..srtior Ml item a certain
per cent succeeded bg gu*€ .'inj. I'cbie VT, which shows the
uncoFivjitecI and corrected rtions used in tftt vhing
the basis for determining the level of difficulty of the
individual fefeit ItOM I adapted from Guilford.
.MMMIWH. M ..P.I1 1I. i I !!,» .^ II————..—— i « I a I! IWIII— *» H»>I*WII > » » -^'!«» H» III WW li I I I II IW I>H>i .W»WMWWW I I II MI -















Because of the small sample, wide latitude was used in
selecting the items considered to be of the proper level of
difficulty. Instead of setting the limits of the passing
proportion near .50, an item was considered acceptable if
the connected passing proportion fell between approximately
one-third and two-thirds. Referring to fable VI, this meant
that, for practical purposes, corrected passing proportions
between .29 and .64- were to be accepted. Applying this meas-
ure to the test items it was found that of the total Items:
11 per cent were passed by a corrected proportion




>er ce i .
"
ficultyi
27 per c I • portion of , .91
and may be eca r*d too easyj a
rtt were passed 1 and viere . useless.
These da :>uld sec : ! that only 27 per cent
(';! questions) v;era actually "good.'' This is supported by
the fmt that if fciW .idered to have con-
sisted of only the forty-one '. ' questions, the rank order
correlation -cores compute: on basis and the
criterion is /.33 which Is no: leantly different from




. Ugg the effectiveness of the itc .ould
be accepted xlth v ittOH the sniall number of
tec , -/aluable information
would be obtained from ^n ittffl analysis based on a larger sam-
ple. The necessary are available ta the Navy Department.
Reliability of Test ocores
The reliability coefficient of the test scores was com-
puted by Hm ;. it-haIf method using odd arid even numbered
it items. Rulon's 1 formula, which eliminates the necessity
1. ?. J. Rulon, A Simplified Procedure for Determining
the Reliability of a Test by Split-halves, Harvard Edu-
ytlonal jfoyigw* 19391 Vol.. 9, 3*103, as quoted
ByTT ?. (SufiYord, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology
and Education, pp. 275-276.

£th of
appli .dent of .. idch
reliability fficient Is the square of the
-.'.„,.. * considered te ha
portion of fez In Mm obtained aeorefl. In this
case; or ce.. of the -he 8€ bft said






fc] and pesen iaxU : v. . of
mty y • • . • ''"ice e
fifteen shlef r Lou machini m studied. Only one
nan had more than twenty years' service and hi:: ftxoesa v. as;
the Inalgnifloe unt of three nont! .
VII
COMPARISON OF RANK ORDER BY LENGTH OF SERVICE
ITHC
Total Naval Rank Order
b^mst Service in b *tal vYliorlon
Years Service Rank
<£<J*dj 1 2
A 20.00 £ 1
I 3>7«%2 3
%D 17.17 %
P 15.75 5 6





J 12.92 9 10
G 12.30 10 7
N 31 11 13




MMMl —1 LI 1 , L'JUXJB-J
79 19




exnrlce shown in Table VII
14.2 yea; t is 1. the ! ps average
length of service . i currently
serving In the -. i
Correla tion with the Criterion
Regardless of the fact that their own promotions are
based on seniority to a large extent, and they would not
have it otherwise, many officers in the Navy maintain that
length of service should not be weighted heavily in enlisted
advancements . The 3ui-eau of Haval Personnel Manual , Gebelin,
and Price all warn against promoting men on the basis of
service.
2
The fact is that length of service appears to have the
highest correlation with proraotability of any of the factors
influencing promotion under the present system. Referring
to Table VII, the rank order correlation between length of
service and the criterion was /AS, The largest rank dif-
ference between length of service and the criterion was twelve
in the case of Chief C. It happens that C's length of serv-
ice does not accurately reflect his experience. Before en-
listing in the Navy during the war he had six years' experience
! IWWW.ONHH IWWI I I.^HH I^M PI-.W.I.IW nil wrw i n m i"+**m,M» >.H|>.HWI.MI|WM« »W liW IW1 «H < »«<«—» 1 11 »!—» » —»- i>!— ..»—i. I
1. A. L. Gobelin, "Promotions, Examinations and Chanso
in Jiate and Rating of Enlisted Personnel, USN, November,
19^9. P. 9.
2. Bureau of Naval Personnel ManuaJL., p. 1^4.
Gebelin, 0£. cit.,~pV2.
Price, op. oiu., p«

an alrplan Is credited to
hlia ai I rrelatlon






• ": ?1 exanlna-
aa e. I 3 and that length
of s Is ther- * />t by ' -My weight-
ing the i a score. If ! • -hould
>tnt correlation Lv: usora and
length of service. It wis found that the ation between
ilriation scores of the . Lef aviation machin-
ist : -: mates and their years of total service ero.
Effect of the Limitation on Length of Service
As stated previously, credit is given for not more than
twenty years' service for advancement pur-.-o-es. This is
probably predicated on the assumption that the relationship
between length of service and service worth may be non-
linear. It seems logical that early years of experience are
the most valuable. For example, as a man progresses from
one ^rience to five years' his value to the serv-
ice .'hould in W very rapidly but, after a certain point,
each additional pti .rlenco p:. obebly add** less and
orvicc Ji.
There Is still another argument for limiting credit al-
lowed for length of service, 'fhiu is that if a man has a
great deal more service than his competitors for pronation

not
;e he ' 1 1 3 •• ":is renson-
;o hsv Pt ner
thai: of decreasing service worth with length of
la t;., ... . ion in theory , it
doc ^ . \. ..... . , mn in the ease
th I ;;1„ il£fe*tt4 y vice
.._y the small amount cl one -four
Itt t ...:.. rvice »&fl \ AS fetal
ail chi ft .'leers in oho ilavy, it la *eason-
able i . iclude that -he length of service limitation has
no practical effect on the promotion system Si the ^resenv,
ie.
Service in Present gat:?
j service in rate of each member of the group studied
%M shown in "able VIII. The average service in rate was
6.69 years. The average for all chief petty officers in the
Navy was not available for comparison but it is interesting
to no'ae the results of the December, 1948 examinations vhlch
ahow Km c,vc v.^> first class petty officer advanced
to chief pttty offloor after approximately four and one -half
years ' ..orvioc la
1. A. L. Gebelln, go, cifc,, p,
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As night be expected, service in rate correlated highly
(/.Ss) with total naval service and somewhat lower (/.34)
v/ith the criterion, "ervice in rate is a part of total serv-
ice and both measure the same characteristic - probably ex-
perience. One cannoi; be separated from the other. It does
not ilfffiw reasonable to £ive both factors weight in determln-
tag order of . ;tion. Although service in rate appears
to be .^iven ueight in the !!avy promotion system, the limita-
"aced upon it render it unimportant in practice.
Effect of the Limitations on Service in Rate
£ . -mi': ion to chief potty officer rates,




the •:.:•.''* ' :rvice in rate I - an
any t rctsotlon to chief petty officer I
year . " \ e average aan advanced to chief petty
officer In /J fou; ' service in ra
which lake the credit diff
th averai .y one-half year. Eb* .~u ef*
..'vice in raua, there j uoems




.R FACTORS AFFECTING PROMOTION
Medals and Awards
The promotion system allows credit for twenty different
medals and awards ranging from the Medal of Honor to the
Navy Good Conduct Medal. Area campaign medals, victory med-
wards are not '•>;- "hided. ith the exception
of the Good Conduct Me£al, crec* _.iven only for awards
for heroism or exceptionally meritorius service,
£&dfe m&&2 - ...iod a point fi& i its
status but a Candida .ion may claim • UttHI of
five points only, regardless of the number of w he may
have. A Medal of Honor is worth five points while a Good
Conduct Medal is Ivorth only one,
..th tin exception of those who have won med-
als, no one seriously I ;es that there is a positive re-
lationship between awards and profitability. This belief
is supported by the $a$a | NMfti&Nl La IXj 1,2.
The correlation between awards and the criterion was ,/.l8
which is not significant.
There are two other important facts to be noted in the
taMe, The first is that the median award score ..-as three
points: and the other Is that the minimum award score was
points. Since credit for awards is limited to five
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points, the maximum difference between any two of the men i
three points and the di vbween the maximum and me-
dian scores was two points. Two or three points are of rel-
atively minor importance in the determination of the final
order of promotion.





a. Award scores are based on instructions con-
tained in ' >j titration £qx Adta&&ftfe<
ment or Change in Rating, n NavPers 62k
(revised 8-49).
Test Da^torv Scores
; Navy enlisted mm i - istered a basic baotery
- -aQ £t8fe*i HM ( i.i classification test
which is an ini . \ .. .euce k*t .i^ied to a _e ability to

think, to learn, and to understand Instructions j an arith-
metic tecit de c utational accuracy and
ability fco U . \i ' n practical
.
ems; a clerical
• test designed to w eed and accuracy in cler-
3 work; a nchanical teat designed to measure poten-
tiality for work of a mechanical nature and familiarity with
mechanical and electric .dnciples and operations.
Although the fcaet battery has not been validated for
any criterion other than success in training schools, naval
officers have been led to place an almost blind faith in the
test battery scores as predictors Of success on the job.
Particular Importance U Cached to a high general
classification tent I -he as : of a man of or-
ior ability, :xt most offl#ftz*& J!o not realise '.hat a high
degree of intelligence may be nearly as undesi able a;; coo
lo .' a decree, and that success in a great variety of occupa-
tions has no relationship to intelligence.
There is also a $9 belief that general : fica-
tlon test scores correlate significantly v;ith professional
examination srade . tantt off: uould sc so far as to
base promotions on intelligence test scores. The Navy has
fallen victim to the greatest danger in psychological test-
ing - overselling.
The data presented in Tabic X do not support the Navy's
general beliefs. There is no significant correlation between
any of the basic test battery scores and the criterion.

ith the , th no





BASIC TEST BATTERY SC0RS3a OP FIFTEEN
CH






















































a* Kavy atano&ra ^ t ifean 50j standard daylatlon 1 .
The correlat
.
..Loai «eu , saGVi
re. ..mination scares was /.48 >*hich sug-
xi'iy v.-ho fens taeta nay* && pert* be Beamiyfcag kfea same
thing. Unfortunately , ft&tf relationship must be viewed with
suspicion because there is doubt whether the mechanical test
scores of the men are comparable. In December, 1946 the
"mechanical aj-tiuucie test" in the basic batter? WW replaced
by the present "mechanical test." The scores of some of the
men in the group are based on the old mechanical aptitude

. teat . The -
1 correlation ' .^res
the professional examination lid only to iho extent
that the scores on the two taoehanieal teste are cc ble.
..cation
Years of education of the fifteen men ranged from eight
lo thirteen with a median of eleven. It la interesting that
uhe five lien ranked highest by the officers had a total of
fifty- uwo years' education, the next five had a total of
fifty-rive years, and the low five had a total of fifty-aix
years. The only man with any college training was unanimously
ranked lowest oy the officers.
in
The average g -? the croup was 3^i.o y*ftrs< The cor-
relation ;;ct-/een age and the criterion was /.43 and the cor-
relation !). service •
. . fell*
it Is l£l&te to she factors of
of service, it seens obvious that the ..hv.r'aeterisfcic measured
by length of service, whater
, I
. & ,^
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Wt$ critics of oho system erroneously believe that
these aaxiiiums represent the gfctfl aligned ^o c.he several
1. *8#pevb of Examination for Advanceiaeivc ox- Change In





bo . ilj -he tti ited the
toree of the various factors.
..:.:.
. i*
y do-. ./ x's, an
b .n be estimated. .».-
lation, tlie run^ the factors in the pi»Cffl0tl©8 multiple
may . .teS as fol.
» Profess ional elimination. The siinimio qualifying
-ore i:
, I the mwiffm - \M score
k,.j. od ranse 1:- 1*5
- i
-'-•
-— --•^-- ~^v~ce . --he . . . .g-
J fox- | iO chl- by officer
. BOB credit a±j.o-i:oa Is t.
las i I ... n
• Service in rate. The ninlaun je in rate for
'/ancenent to . f petty of. throe years
; the credit allowed is five years, fhe
estimated 9 la 2.
**•• Awards . It nay he assuried that any nan otherwise
9 tone t&rmmmmnt to ch.:.. t ?tty officer
uid have earned at leaat OOB Good Gonduc . .-ul
.:hich .-ould give him a aininuni aivard score of one

.... - - five
the . . k
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Table XXI the e eight:: of the facto.
in tfa* promotion 5 the estimated ranges.
In coluan five represent the effects each factor
cculu I c. ....... m if
;re applied to 1 .re
distribute 1 -ssiblt raagei .
.II
EIGHTS G - mXBmm TO PROMOTION
&0LTJ SGMFUTED FRQH ?IHA1 . \KGES







Examination i. 30 60
Total :iaval
Service 1$ % 14 20
Service in
Present Kate 2 1 2 1
Awar 4 1 4 a
f#feg 50 100
Multiple Scorer:
The multiple scores for the fifteen chief aviation machin-
ist's matect are pre*i»nfced in Table XIII. The scores were











A 52.20 5.00 4.00 81.20 2
a „« -< •«».%' . *> • .00 3
c 57.00 1 5*00 2.00 72.75 9
s SO- 17. IV 5*00 1
E .20 . ,00 73«1 8
F 15.75 78.55 3
a 37. 12, . . .10 4




J .20 . , .00 . 15
K 47.00 14.42 5.00 2.00 .42 12
L ..40 13. 5. 3*00 75. 1
:i 50.60 12, 5.00 3. 70. 10
N j.
47.40
5. 3. 74.6:, 7






The range of the several factors contributing to the
multiple may be determined by a study of the above table.
The ranges are impor- -ecnuse they indicate the relative








53.20 - 42.20 • 16.0
- 8.75 * 11
•
5.00 - 4.08 » 0.92
p.O - 2.0 * 3.3




utes to .age is , .. . idered as the approximate
Ight of the factor in the rat] per cent
. - >n; ceat
rloe ?
©rvlee in . , pate* 3 per m
cent
Tobal 1C
Since only those oMHI scoring 2.5 or higher on the pro-
fessional fc&an i .idcred qualified for advance-
ment., the the factors should be computed from i;he
ranges of the scor- ': the "uglified men on'}. uher l}v-n
from the total x'anses. fho a of Chiefs H, I, J, &j and
should bo eliminated tfom the computation since they have
no effect on the final standings of the qualified candidates.
The ...J the per cent weights then become:
Professional
examination; 58.20 - 50.60 - 7.60 « 3S#
Total naval
•rvice 20.00 - 8.75 * 11.25 * 51$
Service in rate: 5.00 - 5.00 - 0.00 - 0^
*.irds: 5,00 - p. 00 « 3
r
0Q ft lfrff
Totals 88.20 - 66.35 - MUfe - 100^
The effects of the various feelers se seen more
readily in Table XIV v?hich shov/s *,he changes in rank order
for the ten qualifying men as each factor is added to the
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SlT ice In ': no ef *' hat-
*, It has not been included in th
av
CHANGES IN RANK ORDER AS FACTORS ARE
MtJLTXPUS
—WBWCTIl-aiWlllJLL' „' V, 1——
Rank Order Rank after Rank afte
Subject P re

















Correlation with the Criterion
The final rank order of promotion of the chiefs, as
determined by their multiple , Is shown In the last
aim of Table XIII, rage 59. The rank order congelation
between the multiple scores and the criterion ranks was
/.6l. This correlation Includes all fifteen men regardless
























IS 14 13 12 11 10 9 B 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
criterion Rante
nam a, ?he mm i m m: 8 raji
tfeg tteyylmfclflp Wfftftlftat of /.oil .oen the criter-
ion and the HWHtglfl S*$3« rankx indicates th H Navy pro-
motion sysfce . Pul :.. up p;\ -ion.
Is very
a. Th© selection ratio Is the ratio of the number to be
promoted to the number c£ candidates for promotion.

For .
elect v, B, d of whoa are in the high 40 per
cent ctf ,,iiG criterion. If five m . - a
. .ion patio of o3 - all o selected voul<
i criterion it; .... . * all tism
>ve avex»j tea* seven trottlo* oe ehoaen* Ehe pronotldtt
,'ive high nen and two from the Ion £roup,
an efficiency of fX»S cen^. £**B If -he- selection ratio
were increased to .60 (nine men to be promoted), the group
selected would be J of all the men above the criterion
median plu two ftp .'iO. low grou ,
It is i: ant to note that the promotion ays tern does
seen to v;oiH; in reverse. That 1 „. hile it Is efficient
in selecting the best men, it does nou do on equally good
jo' -ejecting the poorer ones. While the lov» 31-oup of
five, according tc the multiple ranks, consists entirely of
men at or below the criterion median, only one man in the
judges* low group of f'our is included.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIC '.ID RECOMMENDATIONS
Tno . . ... prima .
.
in
validity Of the Havy
j
ady w
Uttc 1 •- -:en to determine whether the pros ystem was cap-
able of selecting the best laen for advanc-.orient • It was pro-
posed to find the answers to three
1. . . ". . -stem distinguish between
i;he men wh'> are qualified and those who are not?
2. Deep the ' j onotion system <
tion list so bhat the best qualified men are advanced
in rating first?
3. If the Navy promotion system does not now promote
the best qualif first, can the several fac-
affacting relaLiv. 'iding on the promotion
list be re-weighted so that the best qualified men
will be promote,] ,'irst?
The Kay:/-
*£i&3k - 2 * There are eight basic steps




3. Completion of training course.

h „ Com-
5. ' al fa
G, Reco: on by commanding off
7. E^caalnation in military requirements
.
\ Profession n.
.oalyais la . - »S*
le:. 'ce, and the professional exam*, m had any
real 9 i -In determining standing on the ^roraotion list.
Pr ,om are also Influenced somewhat by conduct,
..-
..a-.; o f Invo .:...; ^-'. '-a. The otu 1 id to
Si :;.- ',hs ..\i .' c\V.s r* aviation machinist's mate.
Trie baoie | / inve ,>n die .;:1 iC selecting
group of fifteen v.hia-? aviation a :l.,t".:- nvto i and throe
officers gualificd I I j$l§§ &f nan on job performance and
promotability. The criterion wm the rank order-of-merit
esta.. 1$ by the judge I . The men were given tl
examination and their scores were combine.] s.lth length of
service, service in rate, and awards to determine the order
in which the Navy promotion system would have advanced them
in ratln.
In establishing the $ srion h-j the concensus of judges'
ffliWlrthlggj It wm found that while & nent oasxmg judges
aa to the actual ranic order of the men W&S not fe&J&g the
jud^e o in about 75 per cent agreement at to the men in
the hl^h, middle, and iov; groups,
The Professional Examination . BH professional exaalna-
' " «'» ' ' ' I'll » ' ' «l I « !»» « » I " « *
tlon used in the study had been previously used in the Navy
•
: wide v>$ 19$ .
Jective type n cor- of 1^0 multiple choice
:
* Ji the rank orde the
ad the criterion only /,. 11 seven
of the 8§8 above tg erion median paused the examination
while cr*ly three of feelow the saedian
v.' the e 1 u- Lotss indicated
that the examination was subject to ' ovenent.
Only
- 27 pi* cent of the quest: , t% the proper
level of difficulty for the g tested and only 53 per cent
the question 1 ually discriminated bet the high and
te.'Jt score groups. The reliability of the ".on
id to be .7 rich is barely acceptable.
Length of 3ervice and tpe , 7ho : h of service of
the chief ;etty officers In the group ranged fvam 0,75 yea
to £0.25 years, av. ag l'-.vt year:;. UM * <;rrelation be-
ran length of aerv' .ad the criterion was found to be
/AG which was the h: orrelation with prosiotability of
any of the factors luf'lueneinj; order of promotion. Service
in rate was found to co te /.3j*- with the criterion but
the liftifc&tia&S 1 laced ^rvice in rate in the multiple
m render it unimportant jrrainJ :e order
of promotion.
It found thai- i slated /AQ with the criterion
and f&.> .\, . .'his would seem to support
the fact that len^Jh of service i "O important to profit-
ability in the Navy than has been thought in the past.
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Medals and Awards , The correlation between awards and
the criterion was found to be /.18 which is not statistically
significant. However, the limitations placed upon the number
of multiple points which may be claimed for awards reduce this
factor to one of minor importance in the promotion system al-
though awards for good conduct and heroism do have some ef-
fect in determining the order of promotion.
Test Battery -Scores , with the exception of a /.48 cor-
relation between the mechanical test and the professional
examination scores, none of the basic test battery scores
correlated significantly with either the criterion or the
professional examination.
Selection Efficiency of the Promotion System . The rank
order correlation between the multiple scores and the cri-
terion was /.6l. In the ease of the group studied s if the
selection ratio is kept small > the promotion system will
select the better men for promotion with considerable ac-
curacy. If the selection ratio is .33 or less, all those pro-
moted would be from the above-median group of the criterion.
Although the system selects the top men with efficiency,
it does not do an equally good job of rejecting the men in
the lower range of the criterion. That is, the promotion
system will select a small group of Good men for advancement




v-.eifihting of Factor's In the Promotion Multiple . The
weighting of the ral factors contributing to the promo-
tion multiple depends almost entirely upon the scores of the
group under consideration. By using estimated ranges to
determine approximate weightings , it was Shorn) that the pro-
fessional examination and length of service could be expected
to contribute 51 per cent and 36 per cent respectively to
the final multiple. However, a study of the ten high mul-
tiple scores in the group showed that the professional exam-
ination contributed only 33 per cent to the multiple, while
length of service contributed 51 per cent.
Conclusions
Limitation:; . In dr ;lusions from this study of
the group of fifteen chief aviation machinist's nates certain
limitation. Bt be recognised . First, the group studied
did not constitute a representative sample of chief aviation
machinist's mates i:i the Navy and, second, the sample was
very small, :hile the following conclusions apply specifi-
cally only to the group studied, the selectivity of the pro-
motion system could be expected to . ft if it were
piled to a group with a ",'ider ran~e of talent. The find-
ings of this study should M taken as evidence to be con-
firmed or refuted by further research.
Discrimination Between Qualified and Non-qualified Men .
The first question to be answered was: Does the Havy pro-
notion system distinguish between the men who are qualified
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and those who are not? In the group studied only one man,
Chief 0, was considered by the judges not to be qualified
as a chief petty officer, Tiile the system can not be said
to have definite it him apart from the Others, it did rank
hiii as number fourteen in the group of fifteen. In addition,
according to Navy standards, he failed the professional ex-
Lnation and would not have been promoted regardless of his
multiple score.
Pour other men, all considered qualified by the officers,
also failed the examination. Although the five men designated
as not qualified by the system all ranked at or below the
criterion median, it does not appear that the promotion sys-
tem, as it operates, distinguishes accurately between the
qualified and the non-qualified. This is because the burden
of determining qualification for promotion is placed on the
last step of the system. If the promotion system were better
administered only those qualified for promotion would be
allowed to compete for advancement. The unqualified would be
eliminated by a previous step.
Promotion in Order of Qualifications . The second ques-
tion to be answered was: Does the Navy promotion system estab-
lish the promotion list so that the best qualified men are
advanced in rating first? From the standpoint of the indi-
vidual the answer 3eems to be no. The promotion system is
not sufficiently valid to be used for individual prediction.
But how does one determine who is the best man? It will be

TO
recalled that the officers agreed -.ot on
Individual ran I
';;:> standpoint of group selection,, however, the
system is very efficient in promoting the best qualified men
so lor - ifcly small selection ratio 1 ed . Co
ed with the selection proeedur nerally used in industry,
the Navy promotion system is excellent.
'Chtliy, of Facwor;-^ in the Promotion Multiple . The
third question to be answered concerned the possible re-
^hting of « comprising the multiple so that the
Activity of the system ni^ht be improved. So long as the
present scoring system Is in use it will be impossible to pre-
determine the weights for the several factors because the
weights are dependent upon the distribution of scores for the
particular group in question. It would appear from their
correlation coefficients thai; the most effective practical
weights for the factors would be: length of service, includ-
ing service in rate, 3D per cent; professional examination,
40 per cent; and awards, 10 per cent. In order to give pre-
determined weights to the factors, the use of standard scores
is necessary.
Inadequacy of Navy Job Specifications . In analysing the
Navy promotion system, particularly in connection with estab-
lishing the criterion of promotabllity, it was evident that
the Navy does not have adequate Job specifications. A thor-
ough job analysis must be the first step in setting up any
system of personnel selection. It is understood that the
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undertaking c large scale scientific billet anal-
these studies are complete the recommendations
of the classification office : lity to
eej transfer, omcfce personnel on the basis of match*
tills (gainst Job requirements id be th
reservations,
l£adgr^hJ£^ The mass gla .-o.ioiency of the Navy
stem Is that It Coca not fcakt leadership into
account. As It Is uci... it Sj '.on
system for ohiei pettj officers plaees too much ee^hasia on
tedmlaal proficiency
.
Importance of Length of Service * Probably the most
important conclusion that can be drawn from the SSSlfy of the
group of chief aviation machinist 'a nates is that length of
service, or seniority., is the best single measure it . --rortot-
ability. This is not to be construed as a l'SUQiMSJIldSt ten
for promotion by seniority alone but it may be construed as
questioning the wisdom Of -hose who would accomplish induc-
tion in the number of chief petty officers in the Navy hj
forced retirement of the older men*
Professional Examination Construction, Although the
item analysis of the professional examination tfSfl Stt&S with
a very small sample, it is a forced conclusion t&ftt she a lam-
ination was not well constructed.
Usefulness of the Navy Promotion System . As a final
conclusion, it should be stated that while the promotion

"'".'"''. '
: m ". no-/: a






Scientific Job Analysis . The Navy promotion system needs
the firm foundation of an accurate and scientific job analysis.
•The work now being done in this area should be given the
highest priority. It is important not only to promotions but
to all phases of naval personnel administration.
Petty Officer Ratine Scale . The Navy urgently needs a
dot; rating system for evaluation of enlisted personnel. The
Petty Officer Rating Scale used in this study has the char-
acteristics of a good •emit and should meet this need. How-
ever, no rating scale, no matter I ell constructed, can
be used successfully unless the ratine officers are properly
trained and indoctrinated with the importance of accurate
ratings and know the men being rated.
Practical Facto -r-s . The usefulness of practical factors
as they are presently administered la doubtful. As job anal-
yses for the various rates are completed, the practical fac-
tors should be revised to insure that they are, in fact,
practical, realistic, and pertinent.
Xfflpro at of the Professional Examination . lxfto -to-
fessicnal examinations for advancement in rating should be
improved in a technical sense. An item analysis should





be ' to r, . . leader ;ive
•fleers. The Kavy ic-ec v of
.chip in Its men feufcj at '6*nt, leadership playi no
part o promotion . ated to
3Uae r-viee and technics: i^-ficiency.
Sufcgestlons for Further Research
Relationship Between Seniority and Service north . In
many Navy ratings there is an excess of men in the chief
p*tt| officer grade. In order to keep promotion channels
open it v<ill be necessary to reduce these excesses in some
manner. Thei»e fa • a growing attitude in the Bureau
o.C Naval Personnel that a desirable stop in reducing the
tmm of chief petty officers ifould be the forced retire-
ment or the older* men - thojo with more than twenty years'
service. The ref3ults of this study indicate, however, that
there b* a high '.lorrelation be:.,sen length of service
and service worth. Therefore, -afore any action is MM
to ate the senior men from tlie service, the relationship
between seniority and value to fefce service should be defi-
nitely determined by further scientific research. It would
be fc?*glQj indlCdf if the Bavy lost its better men through
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